


KJV Bible Word Studies for SPAN



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

long 2949 ## tippuch {tip-pookh'}; from 2946; nursing: -- span {long}. 

span 2239 ## zereth {zeh'-reth}; from 2219; the spread of the fingers, i.e. a span: -- {span}. 

span 2946 ## taphach {taw-fakh'}; a primitive root; to flatten out or extend (as a tent); figuratively, to 
nurse a child (as promotive of growth); or perhaps a denom. from 2947, from dandling on the palms: -- 
{span}, swaddle. 

span 2949 ## tippuch {tip-pookh'}; from 2946; nursing: -- {span} long. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

bespangle 5558 - chrusoo {khroo-so'-o}; from 5557; to gild, i.e. {bespangle} with golden ornaments: -- deck. 

span 01574 ## gomed {go'- med} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to grasp ; properly , a {span} : -
- cubit . 

span 02239 ## zereth {zeh'- reth} ; from 02219 ; the spread of the fingers , i . e . a span : -- {span} . 

span 02946 ## taphach {taw-fakh'} ; a primitive root ; to flatten out or extend (as a tent) ; figuratively , to 
nurse a child (as promotive of growth) ; or perhaps a denom . from 02947 , from dandling on the palms : -- 
{span} , swaddle . 

span 02947 ## tephach {tay'- fakh} ; from 02946 ; a spread of the hand , i . e . a palm-breadth (not " {span} 
" of the fingers) ; architecturally , a corbel (as a supporting palm) : -- coping , hand-breadth . 

span 02949 ## tippuch {tip-pookh'} ; from 02946 ; nursing : -- {span} long . 

Spania 4681 - Spania {span-ee'-ah}; probably of foreign origin; {Spania}, a region of Europe: -- Spain. 

Spania 4681 - {Spania} {span-ee'-ah}; probably of foreign origin; Spania, a region of Europe: -- Spain. 

Spanish 07574 ## rethem {reh'- them} ; or rothem {ro'- them} ; from 07573 ; the {Spanish} broom (from its 
pole-like stems) : -- juniper (tree) . 

{span-ee'-ah} 4681 - Spania {{span-ee'-ah}}; probably of foreign origin; Spania, a region of Europe: -- 
Spain. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

span 2239 -- zereth -- {span}.

span 2946 -- taphach -- {span}, swaddle.

span 2949 -- tippuch -- {span} long.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- span , 2239 , 2949 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

span 1Sa_17_04 # And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, named Goliath, of 
Gath, whose height [was] six cubits and a span.

span Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a span 
[shall be] the breadth thereof.

span Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a span 
[shall be] the breadth thereof.

span Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.

span Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.

span Eze_43_13 # And these [are] the measures of the altar after the cubits: The cubit [is] a cubit and an 
hand breadth; even the bottom [shall be] a cubit, and the breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by the 
edge thereof round about [shall be] a span: and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar.

span Isa_40_12 # Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with the 
span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the 
hills in a balance?

span Lam_02_20 # Behold, O LORD, and consider to whom thou hast done this. Shall the women eat their 
fruit, [and] children of a span long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord?

spanned Isa_48_13 # Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath spanned
the heavens: [when] I call unto them, they stand up together.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

span and comprehended Isa_40_12 # Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted 
out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the 
mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance?

span and this Eze_43_13 # And these [are] the measures of the altar after the cubits: The cubit [is] a cubit 
and an hand breadth; even the bottom [shall be] a cubit, and the breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by 
the edge thereof round about [shall be] a span: and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar.

span long shall Lam_02_20 # Behold, O LORD, and consider to whom thou hast done this. Shall the women
eat their fruit, [and] children of a span long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the
Lord?

span shall be Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a
span [shall be] the breadth thereof.

span shall be Exo_28_16 # Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a
span [shall be] the breadth thereof.

span the breadth Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length
thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.

span was the Exo_39_09 # It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length 
thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled.

span 1Sa_17_04 # And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, named Goliath, of 
Gath, whose height [was] six cubits and a span.

spanned the heavens Isa_48_13 # Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand 
hath spanned the heavens: [when] I call unto them, they stand up together.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

span long Lam_02_20 



span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 
+zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth 
<07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 
+kaphal > ; a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 
+zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba<
> ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [
was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof 
, [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made 
<06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the 
length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] 
doubled <03717 +kaphal > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

span ^ 1Sa_17_04 / span /^ 

span ^ Isa_40_12 / span /^and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the 
mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance? 

span ^ Eze_43_13 / span /^and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar. 

span ^ Lam_02_20 / span /^long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord? 

span ^ Exo_28_16 / span /^shall be] the breadth thereof. 

span ^ Exo_28_16 / span /^shall be] the length thereof, and a span [shall be] the breadth thereof. 

span ^ Exo_39_09 / span /^the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. 

span ^ Exo_39_09 / span /^was] the length thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. 

spanned ^ Isa_48_13 / spanned /^the heavens: [when] I call unto them, they stand up together. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

-Spania- ......... Spain 4681 -Spania- > 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

span 1Sa_17_04 And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, named Goliath, of Gath, 
whose height [was] six cubits and a {span}. 

span 1Sa_40_12 Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with the 
{span}, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the 
hills in a balance? 

span Exo_28_16 Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a {span} 
[shall be] the breadth thereof. 

span Exo_28_16 Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a {span} [shall be] the length thereof, and a span 
[shall be] the breadth thereof. 

span Exo_39_09 It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a {span} [was] the length thereof, 
and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. 

span Exo_39_09 It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length thereof, and 
a {span} the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. 

span Eze_43_13 And these [are] the measures of the altar after the cubits: The cubit [is] a cubit and an 
hand breadth; even the bottom [shall be] a cubit, and the breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by the 
edge thereof round about [shall be] a {span}: and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar. 

span Lam_02_20 Behold, O LORD, and consider to whom thou hast done this. Shall the women eat their 
fruit, [and] children of a {span} long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord?

spanned 1Sa_48_13 Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath 
{spanned} the heavens: [when] I call unto them, they stand up together. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
-Spania Rom_15_24 Whensoever (1437 -ean -) I take my journey (4198 -poreuomai -) into (1519 -eis -) 
Spain (4681 {-Spania} -) , I will come (2064 -erchomai -) to you:for I trust (1679 -elpizo -) to see (2300 -
theaomai -) you in my journey (1279 -diaporeuomai -) , and to be brought (4311 -propempo -) on my way 
(4311 -propempo -) thitherward (1563 -ekei -) by you , if (1437 -ean -) first (4412 -proton -) I be somewhat 
(3313 -meros -) filled (1705 -empiplemi -) with your (5216 -humon -) [ company ] . 

-Spania Rom_15_28 When therefore (3767 -oun -) I have performed (2005 -epiteleo -) this (5124 -touto -) , 
and have sealed (4972 -sphragizo -) to them this (5126 -touton -) fruit (2590 -karpos -) , I will come (0565 -
aperchomai -) by you into (1519 -eis -) Spain (4681 {-Spania} -) . 

span 1Sa_17_04 And there went (03318 +yatsa) ) out a champion (01143 +benayim ) out of the camp (04264 
+machaneh ) of the Philistines (06430 +P@lishtiy ) , named (08034 +shem ) Goliath (01555 +Golyath ) , of 
Gath (01661 +Gath ) , whose height (01363 +gobahh ) [ was ] six (08337 +shesh ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) 
and a {span} (02239 +zereth ) . 

span Exo_28_16 Foursquare (07251 +raba( ) it shall be [ being ] doubled (03717 +kaphal ) ; a span (02239 
+zereth ) [ shall be ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , and a {span} (02239 +zereth ) [ shall be ] the 
breadth (07341 +rochab ) thereof . 

span Exo_28_16 Foursquare (07251 +raba( ) it shall be [ being ] doubled (03717 +kaphal ) ; a {span} (02239 
+zereth ) [ shall be ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , and a span (02239 +zereth ) [ shall be ] the breadth 
(07341 +rochab ) thereof . 

span Exo_39_09 It was foursquare (07251 +raba( ) ; they made (06213 +(asah ) the breastplate (02833 
+choshen ) double (03717 +kaphal ):a span (02239 +zereth ) [ was ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , and 
a {span} (02239 +zereth ) the breadth (07341 +rochab ) thereof , [ being ] doubled (03717 +kaphal ) . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


span Exo_39_09 It was foursquare (07251 +raba( ) ; they made (06213 +(asah ) the breastplate (02833 
+choshen ) double (03717 +kaphal ):a {span} (02239 +zereth ) [ was ] the length (00753 +)orek ) thereof , 
and a span (02239 +zereth ) the breadth (07341 +rochab ) thereof , [ being ] doubled (03717 +kaphal ) . 

span Eze_43_13 . And these (00428 +)el - leh ) [ are ] the measures (04060 +middah ) of the altar (04196 
+mizbeach ) after the cubits (00520 +)ammah ):The cubit (00520 +)ammah ) [ is ] a cubit (00520 +)ammah )
and an hand (02948 +tophach ) breadth (02948 +tophach ) ; even the bottom (02436 +cheyq ) [ shall be ] a 
cubit (00520 +)ammah ) , and the breadth (07341 +rochab ) a cubit (00520 +)ammah ) , and the border 
(01366 +g@buwl ) thereof by the edge thereof round (05439 +cabiyb ) about [ shall be ] a {span} (02239 
+zereth ):and this (02088 +zeh ) [ shall be ] the higher (01354 +gab ) place of the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) . 

span Isa_40_12 . Who (04310 +miy ) hath measured (04058 +madad ) the waters (04325 +mayim ) inthe 
hollow (08168 +sho(al ) of his hand , and meted (08505 +takan ) out heaven (08064 +shamayim ) with the 
{span} (02239 +zereth ) , and comprehended (03557 +kuwl ) the dust (06083 +(aphar ) of the earth (00776 
+)erets ) in a measure (07991 +shaliysh ) , and weighed (08254 +shaqal ) the mountains (02022 +har ) in 
scales (06425 +pelec ) , and the hills (01389 +gib(ah ) in a balance (03976 +mo)zen ) ? 

span Lam_02_20 Behold (07200 +ra)ah ) , O LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , and consider (05027 +nabat )to 
whom (04310 +miy ) thou hast done (05953 +(alal ) this (03541 +koh ) . Shall the women (00802 +)ishshah ) 
eat (00398 +)akal ) their fruit (06529 +p@riy ) , [ and ] children (05768 +(owlel ) of a {span} (02949 
+tippuch ) long ? shall the priest (03548 +kohen ) and the prophet (05030 +nabiy) ) be slain (02026 +harag ) 
in the sanctuary (04720 +miqdash ) of the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) ? 

spanned Isa_48_13 Mine hand (03027 +yad ) also (00637 +)aph ) hath laid the foundation (03245 +yacad ) 
of the earth (00776 +)erets ) , and my right (03225 +yamiyn ) hand (03225 +yamiyn ) hath {spanned} (02946
+taphach ) the heavens (08064 +shamayim ):[ when ] I call (07121 +qara) ) unto them , they stand (05975 
+(amad ) up together (03162 +yachad ) . 
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span , 1SA , 17:4 span , EX , 28:16 , EX , 28:16 , EX , 39:9 , EX , 39:9 span , EZE , 43:13 span , ISA , 40:12 span , LA , 2:20 spanned , ISA , 48:13 span Interlinear Index Study span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall 
be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 028 016 Foursquare 
<07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 
039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > 
the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a {span} 
<02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span 1SA 017 004 And there went <03318 +yatsa> > out a 
champion <01143 +benayim > out of the camp <04264 +machaneh > of the Philistines <06430 +P@lishtiy > , named <08034 +shem > Goliath <01555 +Golyath > , of Gath <01661 +Gath > , whose height <01363 +gobahh > [ was ] 
six <08337 +shesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > and a {span} <02239 +zereth > . span ISA 040 012 . Who <04310 +miy > hath measured <04058 +madad > the waters <04325 +mayim > inthe hollow <08168 +sho of his hand , and 
meted <08505 +takan > out heaven <08064 +shamayim > with the {span} <02239 +zereth > , and comprehended <03557 +kuwl > the dust <06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > in a measure <07991 +shaliysh > , and weighed 
<08254 +shaqal > the mountains <02022 +har > in scales <06425 +pelec > , and the hills <01389 +gib in a balance <03976 +mo>zen > ? span LAM 002 020 Behold <07200 +ra>ah > , O LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and consider 
<05027 +nabat >to whom <04310 +miy > thou hast done <05953 + this <03541 +koh > . Shall the women <00802 +>ishshah > eat <00398 +>akal > their fruit <06529 +p@riy > , [ and ] children <05768 + of a {span} <02949 
+tippuch > long ? shall the priest <03548 +kohen > and the prophet <05030 +nabiy> > be slain <02026 +harag > in the sanctuary <04720 +miqdash > of the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > ? span EZE 043 013 . And these <00428 +>el - leh
> [ are ] the measures <04060 +middah > of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > after the cubits <00520 +>ammah > : The cubit <00520 +>ammah > [ is ] a cubit <00520 +>ammah > and an hand <02948 +tophach > breadth <02948 
+tophach > ; even the bottom <02436 +cheyq > [ shall be ] a cubit <00520 +>ammah > , and the breadth <07341 +rochab > a cubit <00520 +>ammah > , and the border <01366 +g@buwl > thereof by the edge thereof round <05439 
+cabiyb > about [ shall be ] a {span} <02239 +zereth > : and this <02088 +zeh > [ shall be ] the higher <01354 +gab > place of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > . span long - span , 2239 , 2949 , span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 
+raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 028 016
Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof .
span EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 
+zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span EXO 039 009 It was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > : a 
{span} <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span -2239 {span} , span -2949 {span} , spanned -2946 
{spanned} , swaddled , span 2239 -- zereth -- {span}. span 2946 -- taphach -- {span}, swaddle. span 2949 -- tippuch -- {span} long. -Spania- ......... Spain 4681 -Spania- > span 2239 ## zereth {zeh'-reth}; from 2219; the spread of the 
fingers, i.e. a span: -- {span}. [ql span 2946 ## taphach {taw-fakh'}; a primitive root; to flatten out or extend (as a tent); figuratively, to nurse a child (as promotive of growth); or perhaps a denom. from 2947, from dandling on the 
palms: -- {span}, swaddle. [ql span 2949 ## tippuch {tip-pookh'}; from 2946; nursing: -- {span} long. [ql span 040 012 Isa /^{span /and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure , and weighed the mountains in scales , and the 
hills in a balance ? span 043 013 Eze /^{span /and this shall be the higher place of the altar . span 002 020 Lam /^{span /long ? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord ? span 028 016 Exo /^{span /shall be 
the breadth thereof. span 028 016 Exo /^{span /shall be the length thereof, and a span shall be the breadth thereof. span 039 009 Exo /^{span /the breadth thereof, being doubled . span 039 009 Exo /^{span /was the length thereof, and a 
span the breadth thereof, being doubled . spanned 048 013 Isa /^{spanned /the heavens : when I call unto them, they stand up together . span Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a {span} [shall be] the length thereof, and a span [shall
be] the breadth thereof. span Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a {span} [shall be] the breadth thereof. span It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length 
thereof, and a {span} the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. span It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a {span} [was] the length thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. span <1SA17 -4> And there went 
out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, named Goliath, of Gath, whose height [was] six cubits and a {span}. span Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with the {span}, and 
comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance? span Behold, O LORD, and consider to whom thou hast done this. Shall the women eat their fruit, [and] children of a 
{span} long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord? span And these [are] the measures of the altar after the cubits: The cubit [is] a cubit and an hand breadth; even the bottom [shall be] a cubit, and the 
breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by the edge thereof round about [shall be] a {span }: and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar. 



span , 1SA , 17:4 span , EX , 28:16 , EX , 28:16 , EX , 39:9 , EX , 39:9 span , EZE , 43:13 span , ISA , 40:12 span 
, LA , 2:20 spanned , ISA , 48:13









span -2239 {span} , span -2949 {span} , spanned -2946 {spanned} , swaddled ,



span 2239 -- zereth -- {span}. span 2946 -- taphach -- {span}, swaddle. span 2949 -- tippuch -- {span} long.





-Spania- ......... Spain 4681 -Spania- >



span 2239 ## zereth {zeh'-reth}; from 2219; the spread of the fingers, i.e. a span: -- {span}. [ql span 2946 ## 
taphach {taw-fakh'}; a primitive root; to flatten out or extend (as a tent); figuratively, to nurse a child (as 
promotive of growth); or perhaps a denom. from 2947, from dandling on the palms: -- {span}, swaddle. [ql span 
2949 ## tippuch {tip-pookh'}; from 2946; nursing: -- {span} long. [ql
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span Interlinear Index Study span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it shall be [ being ] doubled <03717
+kaphal > ; a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 
+zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 028 016 Foursquare <07251 +raba< > it 
shall be [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > ; a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > 
thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > [ shall be ] the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof . span EXO 039 009 It 
was foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 
+kaphal > : a span <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a {span} <02239 +zereth > 
the breadth <07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span EXO 039 009 It was 
foursquare <07251 +raba< > ; they made <06213 + the breastplate <02833 +choshen > double <03717 +kaphal > :
a {span} <02239 +zereth > [ was ] the length <00753 +>orek > thereof , and a span <02239 +zereth > the breadth 
<07341 +rochab > thereof , [ being ] doubled <03717 +kaphal > . span 1SA 017 004 And there went <03318 
+yatsa> > out a champion <01143 +benayim > out of the camp <04264 +machaneh > of the Philistines <06430 
+P@lishtiy > , named <08034 +shem > Goliath <01555 +Golyath > , of Gath <01661 +Gath > , whose height 
<01363 +gobahh > [ was ] six <08337 +shesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > and a {span} <02239 +zereth > . span 
ISA 040 012 . Who <04310 +miy > hath measured <04058 +madad > the waters <04325 +mayim > inthe hollow 
<08168 +sho of his hand , and meted <08505 +takan > out heaven <08064 +shamayim > with the {span} <02239 
+zereth > , and comprehended <03557 +kuwl > the dust <06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > in a measure 
<07991 +shaliysh > , and weighed <08254 +shaqal > the mountains <02022 +har > in scales <06425 +pelec > , 
and the hills <01389 +gib in a balance <03976 +mo>zen > ? span LAM 002 020 Behold <07200 +ra>ah > , O 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and consider <05027 +nabat >to whom <04310 +miy > thou hast done <05953 +
this <03541 +koh > . Shall the women <00802 +>ishshah > eat <00398 +>akal > their fruit <06529 +p@riy > , [ 
and ] children <05768 + of a {span} <02949 +tippuch > long ? shall the priest <03548 +kohen > and the prophet 
<05030 +nabiy> > be slain <02026 +harag > in the sanctuary <04720 +miqdash > of the Lord <00136 +>Adonay 
> ? span EZE 043 013 . And these <00428 +>el - leh > [ are ] the measures <04060 +middah > of the altar <04196
+mizbeach > after the cubits <00520 +>ammah > : The cubit <00520 +>ammah > [ is ] a cubit <00520 +>ammah 
> and an hand <02948 +tophach > breadth <02948 +tophach > ; even the bottom <02436 +cheyq > [ shall be ] a 
cubit <00520 +>ammah > , and the breadth <07341 +rochab > a cubit <00520 +>ammah > , and the border 
<01366 +g@buwl > thereof by the edge thereof round <05439 +cabiyb > about [ shall be ] a {span} <02239 
+zereth > : and this <02088 +zeh > [ shall be ] the higher <01354 +gab > place of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > .



span long 



span 040 012 Isa /^{span /and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure , and weighed the mountains in 
scales , and the hills in a balance ? span 043 013 Eze /^{span /and this shall be the higher place of the altar . span 
002 020 Lam /^{span /long ? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord ? span 028 016 
Exo /^{span /shall be the breadth thereof. span 028 016 Exo /^{span /shall be the length thereof, and a span shall 
be the breadth thereof. span 039 009 Exo /^{span /the breadth thereof, being doubled . span 039 009 Exo /^{span 
/was the length thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, being doubled . spanned 048 013 Isa /^{spanned /the 
heavens : when I call unto them, they stand up together .





- span , 2239 , 2949 , 



span Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a {span} [shall be] the length thereof, and a span [shall be] the 
breadth thereof. span Foursquare it shall be [being] doubled; a span [shall be] the length thereof, and a {span} 
[shall be] the breadth thereof. span It was foursquare; they made the breastplate double: a span [was] the length 
thereof, and a {span} the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. span It was foursquare; they made the breastplate 
double: a {span} [was] the length thereof, and a span the breadth thereof, [being] doubled. span <1SA17 -4> And 
there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, named Goliath, of Gath, whose height [was] six 
cubits and a {span}. span Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with the
{span}, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in
a balance? span Behold, O LORD, and consider to whom thou hast done this. Shall the women eat their fruit, 
[and] children of a {span} long? shall the priest and the prophet be slain in the sanctuary of the Lord? span And 
these [are] the measures of the altar after the cubits: The cubit [is] a cubit and an hand breadth; even the bottom 
[shall be] a cubit, and the breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by the edge thereof round about [shall be] a {span
}: and this [shall be] the higher place of the altar.
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